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Mud banks become clearly demarcated as areas of calm water adjoining the Kerala coast,
during the roughest SW monsoon conditions prevailing in the Arabian Sea. The appearance
of mud banks is associated with an increase in the constancy and force of wind towards the east.
Surface currents at that time run parallel to the coast and record -maximum velocity. During
June and July, strong · swells approach the SW coast. Along the continental shelf, between
Mangalore and Quilon, the nature of bottom from about 3·5 to 18 m depth is largely muddy.
Mud banks occur as small elevations of consolidated mud throughout the year. During the
SW monsoon, because of wave action, the fine mud particles get churned up into a thick suspension. A semicircular periphery then develops around the suspended mud in which wave energy
gets consistently absorbed. This condition has been termed as the active stage of the mud bank.
After the monsoon , the suspended mud settles and gets consolidated. This has been termed
as the passive stage of the mud bank. Those mud banks which become active almost every year
are persistent types of mud banks. \Vhen the mud gets into suspension by wave action, the
southerly currents drive the entire floating mass slowly towards the south. If, however, the
wave action is not strong enough, ~here will be no movement or when stron~ swells approach
from the south, either the entire suspended mass or a portion of it may exhibit northern movement. These deductions have been made on the basis of observations made on a persistent
mod bank near AUeppey through6ut the year. Mud banks are well known for their fishery
during the monsoon months. The calm waters of the mud bank: act as a temporary fishing
h arbour. However, the mere existence of mud in an area is not enough to form mud banks.
The mud of the right texture must get consolidated at the right depth where wave action could
churn it up into a thick suspension. The presence of mud bank disturbs the shore stability of
that region and induces coastal erosion in adjacent areas.

,
UD banks of Kerala can be defined as those
areas of the sea adjoining the coast, which
have a special property of dampening the
waves resulting in clearly demarcated areas of
<:alm water even during t he roughest monsoon
conditions of the sea. These areas become distinct
from the other areas which may have a muddy
bottom, and the tranquillity is caused as a result
of dissipation of wave energy in the large quantity
of mud kept in ; u;pension . Mud banks, as they
appear and disappear in the sea, have been considered as unique formations and seem to occur
nowhere else except along the Kerala coast, SW
coast of India. Qualitatively, these could be described as a visual phenomenon and their appearance
is frequently associated with a considerable rejoicing
as these have, in the past, been thought t o be
• God'; gift given to Kerala fishermen'. The regions
of 'the Kerala coast where these are noticed lie
between Cannanore and Quilon l ,2. .
.
Mud banks are generally known to appear pnor
to or during the SW monsoon 3 , a week after the
monsoon has set in', or immediately after the SW
monsoon has commenced5 . Several explanations
have been put forward regarding the formation
of these mud banks and some of the earlier con-
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cepts have been discussed adequately" '. The latest
explanation is that the formation of mud banks
at a particular place is related to the presence of
rip currents in that area3 • Similarly, several different
explanations have been given regarding the calmness of water over the mud banks. The early idea
that the presence of oil in the mud and the elasticity
of the mud give the calmness, fails t o provide experimental proof'. The other explanation that the
wave energy near the bottom is absorbed by the
thixotropic drag, and close to the surface, because
of an increase in the ratio of viscosity to its density2,
seems still valid.
Probable locations and descriptions of mud banks
along the Kerala coast have been given"'. Present
studies are largely confined t o one mud bank at
Ambalapuzha, near AIIeppey, which from all previous records appears to be of a persistent nature.
In this communication an attempt has been made
to provide an answer to this mysterious phenomenon and some of its related aspects.

Materials and Methods
Observations on the mud bank were made Ly
making regular trips to Ambalapuzha either at
fortnightly or monthly intervals from ~ay 1972
to Jul y 1973. These included observations on
wind direction, surface currents and wave charac-
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teristics, A small country craft was used to go
round the calm water of the mud bank. The tlllckness of the mud at the bottom was recorded with
a portable echo sounder adjusted to record the
firm bottom as a tllln line, and whenever a layer
of mud was present at the bottom, the echo sounder recorded it as a tlllck line. The thickness of
the mud was confirmed by taking core samples at
regula.r intervals. \¥hen the mud was in suspension,
the recorder gave thin vertical lines in addition
to the record of the bottom.
The seaward periphery of the mud bank w""
studied from the research ves;el Va",,,a on 11, 12
and 13 July 1973. The period of waves was noteg
with the help of a ;top watch from the stationary
vessel and the slllp's movement up and down, as
indicated by the ;hip's echo sounder, was taken
as a record of wave height. The direction of waves

was also noted from the s!llp,
Data on the beginning of upwelling presented
here were collected on board Va",na in April 1972.
Standard oceanographic procedures were used for
the analysis and treatment of data.
P hysical Factors a nd Mud Banks

Surface wind - Surface air circulation in the
nearshore area of the SW coast of India, taken
from the atlas of Royal Netherland Meteorological
Institute, KNMI,', has been shown in Fig. 1. The
Figure gives the resultant force, direction and
constancy of the wind in 2° square. The onentation of the coast shown in the figure is from NNW
to SSE. The wind is weakest in November. Its
direction is northerly with a constancy less than
25%. In December, the direction of the wind almost
becomes NNE and the wind has a greater force
and constancy. From January to July, both speed
and constancy of the wind progressively increase
_ speed approaches approximately 3 Beaufort scale
units and constancy nearly 100% (Fig. 1). During
tills period, the direction gradually shilts from
N to W. In Augu;t, the wind is directed towards
.SSE and by October the speed falls, although the
direction and constancy remain almo~t similar to
those of August.
Surface curTe"ts - General pattern of currents.
as obtained from the data of KNMl', has been
shown in Fig. 2 for different months of the year.
The figure gives the resultant surface currents in 2°
square. From March onwards the surface current5
run parallel to the coast along SSE direction. Both
current velocity and conStancy in the direction
incre""e progressively and in July, the con;tancy
becomes greater than 75 % and the range In speed
is 25-40 cm/sec (Fig. 2). From July to September,
the strength of the currents weakens. In October,
the currents are in a tran;itory phase and theIr
velocity either comes clo!:.e to zero or they run
northward. In November, the currents run toward!)
the north and continue to remain so till January.
The speed of this northerly drift is relatively low
- of the order of 8-15 em/sec. In January and
February, the current!) are once again in a transitory
ph""e and by March they take SSE direction.
Waves - Data on wave characteristics of the
Arabian Sea have been given by Srivastava .t al.".
According to these authors, June and Jldy are the
roughest months in the Arabian Sea. FIg. 3 gIves
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the Illghest 10% Illgh wave~ and their direction
of propagation during the month of June along
the SW coast of India. It can be seen from the
figure that the region of the Illghest 10% high waves
(of the order of 5·0 m) lies close to Trivandrum and
away from CaJicut. The result of such wave characteristics is, that strong swells approach the
coast from WSW.
1
Average monthly wave data for the coastal waters
near Alleppey, obtained from the Alleppey Port
have been given in Table 1. The direction .of waves,
as they approach the Alleppey point, varies from
WNW to WSW. The data indicate that the predominant wave periods are less than 5 sec for all
the months except May-August. During these
months, the wave periods up to 18·5 sec are predominant .
The average height of the recorded deep water
wave 'also has a seasonal pattern (Table 1). It is
of the order of 12-19 em from October to April.
From May-July its height increases to about 70-79
cm. Thereafter, it progressively falIs and reaches
12 cm in December.
TopogrdPhy and nature oj bottom - The width
of the continental shel! varies from place to place
along the SW coast of India. It is wider on the
northern side and narrower on the southern Side.
For example; the width of the continental shel!
at Calicut is 80 km and it is only 45 km at Anjengo.
Along the southern side, the different depth contours
are concentrated close to the shore.
Kurian' has identified four different zones of
bottom deposits in the shelf region. These are:
(i) Sandy deposit in the near shore regIOn. up to a
depth of 3·5 m. (ii) Muddy depOSIt WIth small
quantities of sand beyond 3·5 m depth and up to
18 m line, from Mangalore in the north to Quilon
in the south. Off Cochin, the belt of grey muddy
deposit extends up to 35 m. Off Quilon, however,
the quantity of mud in the deposit becomes small
and sand predominates. (iii) Sandy zone : wlllch
begins from the end of the muddy depOSIt and
extends up to 100 or 120 m depth. In this zone,
the quantity of mud progressively decreases and
that of sand increases towards deept:r water.
AVERAGE DEEP 'VATER \VAVE HEIGHT AND
)IOST FREQUENT \V"VE PERIODS OBSERVED NEAR
ALLEPPEY IN DIFFERENT MONTHS

TABLE 1 _

(The three periods indicated in the table cover more than
50 % ,of total wave pcriods observed)
::\Ionth

Jan.
Feb_
March
April
?1ay

June
Jul y
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
·~ov.

Dcc.

:\ v.

Periods

deep , ..-atcr
wave height
em

2

3

20-21
20-21
18-19
20-21
1-5
6-7
10-11
16-17
6-7
6-7
18-19
18-19

18-19
18-19
6-7
18-19
6-7
10-11
6·i
18-19
18-19
18-19
14-15 ,
20-21

12
13
19
14
70
73
79
45
24
15
13
12

sec

1 -5
1 ·5
1 ·5
1·5

18-19
18-19
16-17
6-7
1-5
1·5
1·5
1-5

Predominant
deep water
direction
during
monsoon

WNW

W
WSW
W
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S\V monsoon or whenever th~re is strong wave
action. These mud banks are not permanent at
a particular place. When active, they can shift
from one inshore region to another, but maintain
their form. Hence the word presistent indicates
their recurrence year after year in a partiCular
area.
From the terminology noted above, the phrase
'formation of mud banks' can only be applied
to the first appearance of the mud bank in an inshore
area. Persistent mud banks are not really formed
every year; they just get activated by the SW
monsoon.
General Features oj Persistent Mud Bank

)1

The mud bank near Alleppey is one of the 3
persistent mud banks of the SW coast of Indiathe other 2 are found at Cochin and Calicut. The
occurrence of Alleppey mud bank has been reported
as early as 1860 in the vicinity of the Alleppey
PierI,;;!. The available information shows that
t his mud bank moved slowly southward till 1895,
that is, about 10 km in 35 years. Therealter, the
movement became rapid, about 10 km every year.
Fig. 3 ~ Significant wave heights and direction of movement The mud bank disappeared in 1902, after moving
of waves during the month of June along SW coast of
a distance of more than 40 km southward. The
In dia [Region of the highest 10% high waves has been
above information has been presented diagrammatishaded]
cally in Fig. 4. In 1925, a new mud bank appeared
again a few kilometres north of Alleppey and began
(iv) Hard bottom zone begins from about 100 m line to ID:)ve slowly southward. In 1970, it was about
and extends up to 260 m depth. This zone has 12 km so uth of the Alleppey Pier (Fig. 4).
In Jn. 1972, t his mud bank was noticed at
deposits of grey/black and white sand mixed with
fine shell fragments and contains very small per- Ambalapuzha, 13 km south of the Alleppey Pier.
.cent age of silt. Occasionally patches of rocks also From January to May, the surface currents over
the mud bank were northerly. In early June,
occur in this zone.
The latest fishing charts of the SW coast of India the currents reversed, and towards the end of Jun e
show that the area between long. 76°40'£ and long. the currents all along the mud bank became strong
77°00'£ and lat. r30'N, and further north of it along and southerly. During this period, the waves
the shelf, is not onlY devoid of mud but it is hard
and covered with sand and rocks. Probably strong
,900
\890
1880
1870
1850
'060
currents near the bottom have prevented the natural
deposition of mud in this region.

Results and Discussion
Terminology Used Jor Mud Banks

Since no standard terms have been applied earlier
for the mud banks and their formation, it is considered desirable to use the following terms.
Mud bank is an inshore region where the sea
bottom generally hM a smati elevation of 1-2 m
due to the presence of consolidated mud. In this
elevation, - about 55 % of the particles contained
in the mud are of fine clay having a size less than
1 [J-m', largely dominated by kaolinites'o. Above
this elevation, the depth is relatively small but
sufficient for surface navigation.
Active mud banks are those areas which have
been referred to by earlier workers as ' mud banks'.
that i;, where the waves are dampened by the
special property of the mud bank along its periphery during the SW monsoon and calm water
gets demarcated within the mud bank.
Passive mud banks are the same areas at a time
when the wave characteristics in the region afe
similar to those of the other areas.
Persistent mud banks are those mud banks which
become active practically every year during the
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Fig. 5 -

Coastal region near Alleppey and its bathymetry
while the mud bank was at Purakkad

approaching the mud bank were from all directions.
Strong swells, however, were always from Sand SVV.
By Aug. 1972, the mud bank moved towards south
and its southern end began to extend about 5 km
south of Ambalapuzha.
In July 1973, the mud bank area at Purakkad
was approached from the sea side. Wave observations showed that swell, with periods 12-15 sec
approached the bank from SW, Wand NW directions.
However, breakers on the sea-wall at Thottapally
(a -village further south of Purakkad, Fig. S), constructed to protect the beach from erosion, were
always spreading from south to north, suggesting that the strongest swells were approachmg the
area from SSW or SW.
Structure oj Mud Bank

As noted earlier, to determine the thickness of
the mud in the mud bank and neighbouring areas,
a portable echo sounder, adjusted to record the
hard bottom as a thin line was used. The results
of such soundings taken through the axis of t he
mud bank at different stages of its activity have
been shown in Fig. 6. These were redrawn from
the original echograms. The soundings were extended only up to a distance of 2 km from the shore.
During the non-monsoon months when the mud
bank was in a passive state, the entire area along
the axis of the mud bank had 1-2 m thick deposit
of ~ud (Fig. 6A). The mud in this season was
well consolidated. An examination of the mud

showed that it contained more than 60% fine clay
particles. The water content of the mud was
found to he more than 80%.
During the monsoon months, as the mud bank
became active, a marked difference was noticed
in its structure. Traces obtained from the echo
sounder have been shown in a horizontally expanded
scale in Figs. 6B and 6C. In these figures, the
mud in suspension near the bottom is recorded
as thin vertical lines. The liquid mud in the mud
bank was observed at about 1 km west of the shore
and its thickness increased westward. The soundings could be continued only up to 2 km from the
shore, and along this axis, a thick suspension of
the mud was found from 2 m below the surface
to the bottom. Fig. 6D shows the settling mud
soon after it had moved to a new area.
The soundings along the seaward regions of both
non-mud bank .and mud barrk areas were taken
with another echo sounder and some of the echograms obtained have been shown in Fig. 7. The
nature of bottom of a nOll-mud bank area during
the non-monsoon months (Fig. 7A) differs from
that of the monsoon months (Fig. 7B). These
echograms are also quite different from the bottom
record. of a IT\ud bank area. The latter have been
shown in Fig. iC and were obtained when the mud
bank was active. Tbe suspended mud can be
clearly seen at the extreme left of Fig. 7C when
the' white line' was put Oil. During the monsoon
months, the mud in suspension is found even in
non-mud bank areas (Fig. 7D) but the quantity
of suspended material is far less than that of the
mud bank area shown in Fig. 7C (compare B, C
and D). The mud in suspension does not normally
extend beyond a depth of 20 m, although COnsolidated mud may occur in deeper areas. Fig. 7E
shows an echogram of thick mud deposit found at
. depths of 30-40 m, a few kilometres north of Ambalapuzha (off Nircunnam).
Movement oj Mud Bank

SOllthem movement - The mud bank of AJleppey
is known to m'Jve southward either every year or
every few years (Fig. 4). This is a slow, continuous movement of the floating mass of the mud
when the mud bank becomes active. The movement occurs after the fine clay pa~ticles are churned
up and form a thick colloidal solution. During
the active phase of the mud bank, the periphery
demarcating its seaward boundary i!; the main
region of the production of mud suspen!;ion. \OVhen
the thick suspension comes close to the surface,
the continuous wave action begins to drive the
suspended mud towards the shore, but because of
strong southerly currents prevalent during July
and Augu~t, the floating mass begins to move in
a southerly direction.
In April 1972, the mud bank was at Ambalapuzha.
Along the axis of the mud bank, the coastline had
a distinct protrusion into the sea (Fig. 8a). In
Aug. 1972, the suspended mud was seen to ext end
adjoining the coast towards Purakkad (Fig. 8b) .
When this happened the protrusion of the
coastline was partly eroded. The rest of the suspended mud followed the extension and the entire
mud bank shifted and acquired a new position
along Purakkad (Fig. 8c) . Later on, when the
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, PURAKKAD

Fig. 9 - Diag'rammatic r.;pr-.:sentatio n o f the n o rthern
m ovem ent of mud bank [a , initial p OSition and o utline of
the mud bank; b, n o rthern extensio n of the suspended mud;
c, separation of th e northern e xtension; and d , co hesion of
the two sepa rated portions]

seen in between Ambalapuzha and Purakkad (Fig,
9a). At this time the protrusion in the coa;,tline
was at Ambalapuzha. In late April, a portion of
the mud bank adjoining the coa; t got detached
and moved to Kakkazhum. Before the separation
took place, strong swells were seen from 23 to 30
April 1973 approaching the mud bank area from
the south. These led to a complete disappearance of
the protrusion from the coastline, followed by an
Ib) I
Ie) I
extension of the sUSlPended mud towards the north
(Fig. 9b) and its eventual division into two unequal
portions (Fig. 9c). The detached portion of the
suspended mud remained close to the shore and
at Kakkazhum it formed a temporary mud bank
with its western (seaward) houndary occupying
only about 300 m into the sea (Fig. 9c).
COU TlIt<f:
H owever, being devoid of a well defined supp1 NIRCUNNAM
2 KAKKAZHUM
orting periphery along its seaward margin, it
3 AMBALAPUZHA
co uld n ot retain its identity very distinctly. By
L PURAKK AD
the first fortnight of June, when a strong southerly drift was establi, hed, the movemen t
Fig. X - Diag ramma t ic rcpr.::sentation of the southe rn
of the temporary mud bank was reversed.
m ovcment o f mud bank [a, initial locat ion of the mud
In July when the waves brought the mud into a
bank; h, ox t ;}nsion of the susp ended mud towards south;
thick suspension. the currents shifted the deposit
and c, n (: w positi on of til:: mud bank. Pe riph e ry of the
mud b..1.nk is s hown b y close ly placed s malle r dots]
so uthward until it joined the detached portion of
the original mass which had by this time developed
a supporting periphery along its seaward side (Fig.
wave force declined, the fin e mud began to settle 9d). It is interesting to note that all along the
down at the. new position. The suspended particle3 northern movement of the mud bank and its subseof the mud seem to haVe a very high degree of quent shift towards the south, the coastline was
cohesion and hence. the mud bank moves very devoid of any protrusion.
No movement - If, during the active phase of
slowly towards the south.
Northern movement - Occasionally the mud bank , the mud bank, the wave action is not strong enough
or at least a part of it, has been observed to move to churn up the mud into colloidal suspension and
t owards north. In April 1973, the mud bank was bring it close to the surface, there will be no mOve-
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ment in the suspended mud. H ence the mud will
settle there itself and t he mud bank will appear
at the sa me position next year.
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P eriphery oj Mud Bank

z

~

0
During the active phase, the area of calm water
is distinctly enclosed in a clearly d emarcated semi- oz
;\3 0
circular periphery or margin whe re the waves get
o
continuously dampen ed. Outside this periphery,
;:,
0
the sea is as rough as anywhere else along the coast;
but ins id~ t here is p erfect tranquillity; and if any
0
waves appear, these are gen era ted within the enclosed area. I n July 1973, some of the details of
J
M
A
M
J
J
A
5
o
o
the mud ban k and its periphery were worked out.
The width of the periphery was found to vary from I'ig. 10 - Average monthly fish landings in K erala. Sha(leu
place to place but at one place, where the width p o rtion s indi cat'~ th e quantities Ja rgdy contributed by t h e
Alleppey mud bank area ou ring the m on soon months
was somewhat narrow, the followi ng characteristi cs
were noticed :
Approx . width of periphery
240 m
=
Approx . distan ce from shore to
fa high price and very often penaeid prawns contri6 km
periphery, EW direction
but e a ~ ub 3 tantial portion of the catches.
A combination of several natural facto rs seems
Approx . distance in bet ween
= 4 km
periphery, NS direction
t o affect the concentration of fish and prawns in
7,5 m
Depth of water outside periphery =
certain areas of the west coast during the monsoon
months. The v igorous ~ tirring up of mud by the
. Dep th of wat er inside periphery
7·0 m
=
2,0 m
Thi ck ness of suspended mud
wave action probably forces the fish and prawns
=
above consolidated mud
to move upwards . Monsoon is also a period of
Total t hi ckness of mud
upwelling along the Kerala coast. During upwelli ng,
= 4,5 m
= 11·5 -12 111 bottom water of low oxygen concen tration moves
Approx. location of hard
bottom from the surface
towards t he shallow areas, In July 1973, dissolved
1·8 m
oxygen at a dep th of 10 m was 2,5 mljlitrc in nearP redominant wave h eight just
=
\ shore areas. It was still lo wer at ab out the same
outside periphery
2·6 m J depth in offshore water~ . Probabl y one of the
P redo minan t wave height
=
outside t h e mud bank area
effects of upwelling is to force fi sh and prawns to
0,1 m
move towards the shore to avoid the oxygen d efiPr~dominant wave h eight
=
cient waterll. This condition, in conjunction with
inside periphery
Swells ent erin g t he 240 m wide periphery have t h e so utherly surface drift of the intensi t y of about
the bulk of their ene rgy dissipated within t11e peri - 25-40 em/sec, may bring shoals of fish and prawns
phery of the mud bank, which at its farthes t point more t owards the -shore, close to the mud b an k,
is about 6 km away from the shore. It is t he main where it is pos::.ible to do fishing b y indigenous
site of the production of colloidal mud of ve ry craft s through the mud bank even in highly turhigh visco::.ity in which practically the entire wave b ulen t conditions. Such concentrations in variably
energy is absorbed. Thus the periphery acts as occur north of the mud bank as was obse rved in
Jul y 1972. In t ensive fishing was possible along
a wide submerged breakwat er for the mud bank.
\i\' hile di scussing the wave pattern in and around the- northern fringe s of the mud bank during this
t he mud bank, it seems desirable to make a distin c- period. Thus, during t h e three monsoon months
tion betwee n the swells which are gene rat ed in the (J une-August ), th e mud .bank contribut es to signisea , well outside t he mud bank, bu t move towards fi c:l'l t quantities of fi sh and prawn catches of K erala
t he shore, and t he gravi t y waves which co ntinue (F ig. 10), b y fun c tio ~ in g as a t emporary fishing
to be produ ced by the action of stro ng winds. The harbour.
periphery simply acts like a submerged brea kwater Upwe lling and Mud Bank
absorbing most of t h e energy of the swells .
A cont inuous belt of mud ex tends from Mangalorc
Monsoon Fishery and Mud Bank
to Quilon, from about 3·5 to 18 m depth 5 . However ,
In Kerala, there is considerable variation In the mere ex i~tence of mud at a parti cular location
fish landlllg ~ from year t o ye ar and from season is not conducive to mud bank formation. If an y
to season A ~ an example, monthly fi~h landlllgs of the dynami cal force:; ~uch as a cyclone, move3
for an aVerage fishi ng year are shown in Fig. 10. ~ th~ mud ~c posit to a depth of ab~ut 12 m a.nd c~m 
It is clear from the figure that April-July is the sohdates It In a smaller area, and If such a SItuatIOn
p~riod of mini mum fish catches. This is partly is aided by some of th e phy::>ical factor::> given above,
bccau')e of the lack of fi "h in the nearshore area" a t emporary or a perSIstent mud bank can co~ e
and partly due to rough wcatller conditions pre- ..,...into existe n ce. In Dec. 1965 , a st orm in the ArabIan
vai ling in the sea which lead t o ::.u, p : ;nsion of fi~hing Sea gave rise to. the formation of a mud bank on
activity during these m0nths ll , particularly by the s~l')rc occupymg a stretch of about 5 k~ between
the non-mecha nized indigenous crafts , which eve n Cochm an~ .~ lamkunnapuzha12. The: e IS also . a
to day contribute to the bulk of fi~ h landings . strong pOSSIb IlIt y of und er curren t s durmg upwell111g
Nevcrthele~s , (' ven small catches of fi :;;h during mo ving t h e mud d epc>sit from d eep er areas to shallow
the monsoon months are import an t, as these fetc h areas .
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Fig. lla gives the density (sigma-I) distribution
o()ff the SW coast of India at a depth of 30 m. The
.-data were collected during April 1972. From the
·density distribution and the direction of currents
shown in Fig. 11 b, there is a clear indication of
well-developed undercurrents associated with the
·early stages of upwelling along the Kerala coast.
.Shore Stability and Mud Batik

The beach profiles of the Kerala coast undergo
marked ,easonal 'change" and from March-July
the beaches are sUbjected to severe erosion. During
August-November, accretion occur!) along the coast
.and from December to February there is normally
no change in the beach profile'. The main reason
for the beach erosion is the continuous chain of
swells which keep on hitting the beaches during
1:he pre-monsoon and monsoon months. With the
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'Fig. 11 - (a) Distribution of density (sigma-t values) at
.30 m depth, and (b) direction of currents at 30 m depth off
SW coast of India in April 1972
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presence of a mud bank along the coastline, the
beach protrudes into the sea along the axis of the
mr:d bank and on either side of the protrusion the
coastline is subjected to erosion. In 1972, when
the mud bark was at Ambalapuzha, the protrusion
in the coastline at its farthest point, was about
150 m. The protrusion was probably caused by
the gradual deposition of sediments from the eroded
beach material. As a result of this, at a distance "/0.
of 800 m north and 1600 m south, the coast got
eroded to the extent of 100 m (Fig. 12). The effect
is similar to what happens after the construction
of a groyne or a sea wall to act as a breakwater for
the protection of beaches. While this saves the
beach immediately behind the breakwater, the
adjacent areas get eroded quickly because the
natural stability of the coast gets disturbed and
a larger area becomes vulnerable to further attacks
of the sea. The pattern of waves in relation to
the mud bank along the coastline has been shown
in Fig. 12.

WAVES

._---------- -...-~:----- I

I

Fig. 12 - Shoreline cbanges induced by the presence of
mud bank near Ambalapuzha during 1972 [Both southern
and ,.northern areas adjacent to mud bank get eroded, but
-the erosion is severe on the southern side, probably because
of the proximity of a seawall nearby. Wave. directions
have boon shown by large arrows. Damped waves within
the mud bank are indicated by smaller arrows] .

Some earlier investigators have noticed a general
convergence of waves towards the mud bank.
Varma and Kurup' have indicated that littorai
drift converges along certain parts of the" coastline
and this creates rip currents which stop the shoreward transport of the sediments and form mud
banks. No strong rip currents were observed in fthe area of Alleppey mud bank either before or
after the mud bank became active. This is primarily because the waves converging towards the
mud bank get somewhat dampened and the coastal
currents in the region of the mud bank are always
stronger than any rip current that might be produced as a result of wave breaking in adjacent
areas.
In earlier communications it has also been stated
that the disappearal).ce of mud bank is due to an
increase in salinity of the water during the postmonsoon months. The fall in salinity dl¢ng the
monsoon months has been thought to be one of
the factors ' inducing the suspension and flocculation
of the mud'. Salinity values observed at 10 m
depth during the monsoon and post-monsoon months
were 32·0 and 35·0%0 respectively. It is, therefore,
doubtful if such small changes in salinity can have . /
much effect on flocculation and deflocculation 13 •
The reason for the active mud bank becoming
passive is the decrease in the intensity of high
energy swells approaching the ,horeline during the
post-monsoon months. The waves of post-monsoon
period are largely gravity waves generated locally
which have periods of less than 5 sec. In such
a situation, the mud bank area and the non-mud
bank area would look alike.
At many places along the Kerala coast, the mud
deposits have probably accumulated during long
periods of years14 . These deposits have presumably "f...
been formed as a result of silt-loaded discharge by
many rivers into the Arabian Sea. Several of thes
l't?
deposits are at depths greater tban 20 m. If b
some natural forces, these deposits could move t
nearshore areas where other forces get combined ~
to stir the mud up and develop a suitable periphery
around the suspended mud, a mud bank would
come into existence. If, however, a relatively
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small deposit gets transported into much shallower
depths where large steep waves pass by, the entire
accumulated mud will go into suspension and will
be transported into the sea along the direction of
prevailing currents~ If, by chance, the deposition
happens to come along the periphery of an existing
mud bank, it would add to its size.
From these deductions it is now possible to
provide an explanation of the annual appearance
and disappearance of the mud bank, its movement,
and several other aspects related to the mud banks
of Kerala.
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